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It's been a strange week this week for more than o


 [image: It's been a strange week this week for more than one reason. If you saw my story the other day, Jax injured himself early in the week and that has added some uncertainty and sadness to the week. A vet visit later, and she thinks he just really wacked his head hard on something. No riding for a while because it's right under where his bridle sits behind his eye. Thanks to @healthyhorsemassage for the laser today. That plus the Surpass hopefully will do the trick. Think good thoughts for the big guy. <3  We are going to likely miss the virtual schooling show we were trying to do with @cdseastbay , but hoping that he's going to be good to go for our next show at the end of April.]







I picked the @equine_healthcare Bit + Wash Kit up 


 [image: I picked the @equine_healthcare Bit + Wash Kit up on a whim…because that’s what we all do in tack shops right? I wasn’t expecting too much, but thought it might be nice to try a new bit cleaner and I love the ease of a spray. Check out my review (link in bio) to see why this has become a grooming box staple!]







Painting painting! I got some new paper, new penci
 [image: Painting painting! I got some new paper, new pencils and new watercolors in lately to motivate myself to carve out some free time to create rather than just working or being mom all the time!   I am enjoying it so much some days I would rather stay home and paint or draw than go to the barn...but it hasn't gotten to that extreme yet. Partly is because I am ready for more sunshine and spring.  It has been so gloomy around here lately.]







I HATE white breeches. Since the rules have change


 [image: I HATE white breeches. Since the rules have changed on colors… I’ve done away with white breeches. I told my trainer I was never wearing white breeches again. If you look back at show season 2022 and 2023...NO white breeches happened (happily). All was well…until @nikovianapparel goes and makes a white show breech and sends them to me. Darn. You’ve ruined my plans to never wear white pants again Madison! How dare you! ❤️  To read the full review on these babies, check out the link in my bio.   #equestrianstyle #whitebreeches #dressage]







So I’m a huge fan of @eponaproducts a products (
 [image: So I’m a huge fan of @eponaproducts a products (and have been for years). I’ve reviewed a few of their other products in the past that are staples in my grooming tote (the Tiger Tongue and the Queen’s Brush). Both of those products got perfect reviews…because I could literally think of nothing bad to say about them…will the new Shed Express fair as well? Well…spoiler alert…yes it is also a perfect score! How do they keep doing it? Check the link in my bio for the full review!   #equestrianlife #sheddinghorse #horsegrooming #horsegroomingproducts #equestrianproductreviews #sheddingseason]







So Jax and I have been slowly and methodically bui
[image: So Jax and I have been slowly and methodically building up for the last couple of years...changes have not come easy for him.  We have now officially shown two full years at 3rd level and started the year there too.  I have come to terms with the fact they may never become easy for him...but that is okay. He tries so hard and now at least he understands what I want him to do and waits (most of the time) for me to ask.  If my prep is good enough...then the change will be okay. If my prep isn't perfect...it won't be good.  So it is now on me.   However...we ran through 4th level test 1 this week for my trainer and she said..."let's do Test 2 as it will suit him better.". The fact that she thinks we can do Test 2 ...the same or better than test one (there is quite the jump) made me so proud of him. I am so excited to ride this level again.  The last time was with my darling Spice in 2018.  So I'm April we plan to show 4th level together for the first time and I am so excited.   On top of that...he seems to be more talented at passage/piaffe work than changes so slowly building up that strength and those cues.  So many exciting things coming for us.  I am just delighted that I have been given the opportunity to train this horse. AAs that lease don't often get these types of opportunities and I am so thankful for it.   Also...don't you just love this top from @kasteldenmark ? They have done quite a few variations of the watercolor print ...and this colored version has quickly become one of my two favorites (along with the original version). ♥️   My code works for 10% off their website (Rachel10) if you were thinking of making a purchase (might as well save a few dollars)! Use someone's code if you don't use mine. 😉  #dressagejourney #dressageishard #ilovedressage #dressagelife]
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